**Don’t you just LOVE this Fabulous Ring?**

Complete 4 of the 6 boxes and the Ring is YOURS!

*Complete ALL 6 for a SURPRISE BONUS!!!*

---

**Achieve Perfect Attendance in 2009 and Shine!!!**

Attend 4 of our 6 Events in July
___ Weekly Success Event, Date: ____________
___ Weekly Success Event, Date: ____________
___ Weekly Success Event, Date: ____________
___ Career Brunch, July 11
___ Glamour Shots 7/18
___ Seminar 7/26-29 Dallas!

---

**Perfect 10 Challenge**  
*You grow your business 1 face at a time!*

Power Start (Just 10 classes at 3 people each):
1. ______________ 1. ______________
2. ______________ 2. ______________
3. ______________ 3. ______________
4. ______________ 4. ______________
5. ______________ 5. ______________

---

**Star Consultant Quarterly Contest**  
*June 16 thru Sept 15*

Place a minimum $600 wholesale order during July!
- Pearl Star = $4,800 Wholesale
- Emerald = $3,600 Wholesale
- Diamond = $3,000 Wholesale

*Diamonds and above join the Riverboat Dinner cruise at our Advance, November in San Antonio!*
- Ruby = $2,400 Wholesale
- Sapphire = $1,800 Wholesale

Don’t forget that when you are a STAR, you get referrals from the company. And PRIZES!!!

---

**5 Practice Interviews OR**

Have 5 women listen to our Marketing Line in July and then follow-up with your Director! (1 in 5 will join!)
1. ______________ 3. ______________
2. ______________ 4. ______________
5. ______________

Allison Area Marketing Line: (641) 715-3800  
Access Code: 873442#

---

**5 Guests to any event with Director!**

Keep THIS FLIER in your datebook!  
Return it to your *first August meeting* to get your Blue RING! You can do it!  
*After July, this ring will only be available to DIQs*